Abstract. In this review article we collected more than ten theorems about expansions of multiple Itô and Stratonovich stochastic integrals, which was formulated and proved by the author. These theorems open a new direction for study of properties of multiple stochastic integrals. The expansions based on multiple and repeated Fourier-Legendre series as well as on multiple and repeated trigonomectic Fourier series, converging in the mean and pointwise are presented. Some of these theorems connected with multiple stochastic integrals of second, third and fourth multiplicities. Also we consider two theorems about expansions of multiple Itô stochastic integrals of arbitrary multiplicity k, based on generalized multiple Fourier series converging in L2 ([t, T ] k ) and two theorems about expansion of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals of arbitrary multiplicity k, based on generalized repeated Fourier series converging pointwise. On the base of the presented theorems we formulate the hypothesis about expansion of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals of arbitrary multiplicity k, based on generalized multiple Fourier series converging in L2 ([t, T ] k ). The results of the article can be useful for numerical integration of Itô stochastic differential equations.
Introduction
Let (Ω, F, P) be a complete probubility space, let {F t , t ∈ [0, T ]} be a nondecreasing right-continous family of σ-subfields of F, and let f t be a standard m-dimensional Wiener stochastic process, which is F t -measurable for any t ∈ [0, T ]. We assume that the components f (i) t (i = 1, . . . , m) of this process are independent.
As well known [1] - [4] one of the effective approaches to numerical integration of Itô stochastic differential equations (SDEs) is an approach based on Taylor-Itô and Taylor-Stratonovich expansions [1] - [6] . The most important feature of such expansions is a presence in them of so called multiple Itô and Stratonovich stochastic integrals, which play the key role for solving the problem of numerical integration of Itô SDEs and has the following form: t1 . . . dw Note that ψ l (τ ) ≡ 1 (l = 1, . . . , k); i 1 , . . . , i k = 0, 1, . . . , m in [1] - [4] and ψ l (τ ) ≡ (t − τ ) q l
(l = 1, . . . , k; q 1 , . . . , q k = 0, 1, 2, . . .); i 1 , . . . , i k = 1, . . . , m in [5] , [6] . Effective solution of the problem of combined mean-square approximation for collections of multiple Itô and Stratonovich stochastic integrals (1) and (2) composes the subject of this article. In this context we say some words about one approach. In [3] (see also [1] , [2] , [4] , [7] - [14] ), Milstein proposed to expand (2) into repeated series in terms of products of standard Gaussian random variables by representing the Wiener process as a trigonometric Fourier series with random coefficients (so called Karhunen-Loeve expansion). To obtain the Milstein expansion of (2), the truncated Fourier expansions of components of Wiener process f s must be iteratively substituted in the single integrals, and the integrals must be calculated, starting from the innermost integral. This is a complicated procedure that doesn't lead to a general expansion of (2) valid for an arbitrary multiplicity k. For this reason, only expansions of simplest single, double, and triple integrals (2) were presented in [1] , [2] , [7] (k = 1, 2, 3) and in [3] , [4] , [9] 
Moreover, generally speaking the approximations of triple integrals in [1] , [2] , [7] may not converge in the mean-square sence to appropriate triple integrals due to iterative limit transitions in the Milstein method [3] .
In this review article we consider another approach to expansion of multiple Itô and Stratonovich stochastic integrals, based on generalized multiple Fourier series [15] - [34] . This approach (as we will see below) has some advantages and new possibilities in comparison with the Milstein expansion [3] . We collect more than 10 theorems [15] - [34] which was formulated and proven by the author and which develop the mentioned direction of investigations. Moreover, on the base of the presented theorems, we formulate the hypothesis [23] - [26] about expansion of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals of arbitrary multiplicity k. The results of the article prove the hypothesis in the cases of k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and can be useful for numerical integration of Itô SDEs.
The Hypothesis About Expansion of Multiple Stratonovich Stochastic Integrals of Arbitrary Multiplicity k
Taking into account the theorems 1-12 (see below) let's formulate the following hypothesis about expansion of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals of arbitrary multiplicity k.
Hypothesis 1 (see [23] - [26] ). Assume, that {φ j (x)} ∞ j=0 -is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials or trigonometric functions in the space
Then, for multiple Stratonovich stochastic integral of kth multiplicity
the following converging in the mean-square sense expansion
is reasonable, where the Fourier coefficient C j k ...j2j1 has the form
l.i.m. is a limit in the mean-square sense; every
τ -are independent standard Wiener processes (i = 1, . . . , m) and w 
Integrals (3) -are integrals from the Taylor-Stratonovich expansion [1] - [4] . It means, that approximations (5) may be very useful for numerical integration of Itô SDEs.
The expansion (4) has only one operation of limit transition and by this reason is comfortable for approximation of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals.
In the next section we consider two theorems about axpansion of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals of arbitrary multiplicity. From the one side the integrals presented in the theorems 1 and 2 (see below) has more general form in comparison with (3) . From the other side the theorems 1 ans 2 contain iterative operation of limit transition in comparison with the hypothesis 1. This feature creates some difficulties for estimation of the mean-square error of approximation of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals. Nevertheless the theorems 1 and 2 contains the same members of expansions of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals as in hypothesis 1.
Expansion of Multiple Stratonovich Stochastic Integrals of Arbitrary
Multiplicity, Based on Generalized Repeated Fourier Series, Converging Pointwise
Let's formulate the following statement. Theorem 1 (see [15] , [20] - [26] , [29] ). Suppose that every ψ l (τ ) (l = 1, . . . , k) is a continuously differentiable function at the interval [t, T ] and {φ j (x)} of the type (2) is expanded in the converging in the mean of degree 2n; n ∈ N, repeated series
where every
has the form
where
and
, where 1 A is the indicator of the set A. Note that (6) means the following
. . .
Let's consider the variant of the theorem 1. Theorem 2 (see [20] - [26] , [29] ). Suppose that every ψ l (τ ) (l = 1, . . . , k) is a continuously differentiable function at the interval [t, T ] and {φ j (x)} ∞ j=0 is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials or trigonometric functions in the space
Then, the multiple Stratonovich stochastic integral
of the type (2) is expanded in the converging in the mean of degree 2n; n ∈ N, repeated series
another denotations see in the theorem 1. Not difficult to see that if ψ l (s) ≡ 1 (l = 1, . . . , k), then the members of the expansions (4) and (6) are the same. However, as mentioned before, the expansion (4) has only one operation of limit transition. At the same time the expansion (6) has iterative operation of limit transiton.
The approach considered in the next section as it tured out gives the key to proof of hypothesis 1 at least for the cases k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Expansion of Multiple Itô Stochastic Integrals of Arbitrary Multiplicity, Based on Generalized Multiple Fourier Series, Converging in the Mean
Suppose that every ψ l (τ ) (l = 1, . . . , k) is a continuous on [t, T ] non-random function. Define the following function on a hypercube [t, T ] k :
, where 1 A is the indicator of the set A.
k . At this situation it is well known, that the multiple Fourier series of
k in the mean-square sense, i.e.
Theorem 3 (see [16] - [26] , [31] ). Suppose that every
; g, r = 1, . . . , k}; l.i.m. is a limit in the mean-square sense; i 1 , . . . , i k = 0, 1, . . . , m; every
is a standard Gaussian random variable for various i or j (if i = 0); C j k ...j1 is the Fourier coefficient (11); ∆w
, which satisfies the condition (12).
Let's consider transformed particular cases of the theorem 3 for k = 1, . . . , 5 [16] - [26] (the cases k = 6 and 7 see in [19] - [21] ):
The convergence in the mean of degree 2n, n ∈ N in the theorem 3 is proven in [16] - [26] , [29] . The convergence with probubility 1 (w. p. 1) for some approximations from the theorem 3 for multiple Itô stochastic integrals of multiplicity 1 and 2 (the case of binomial weight functions and Legendre polynimials) is proven in [22] - [26] , [30] .
As it turned out, the theorem 3 is valid for some complete discontinuous orthonormal system of functions in L 2 ([t, T ]). For example, the theorem 3 is valid for the system of Haar functions as well as the system of Rademacher-Walsh functions [16] - [26] .
In [16] - [26] we demonstrate, that approach to expansion of multiple Itô stochastic integrals considered in the theorem 3 is essentially general and allows some transformations for other types of multiple stochastic integrals. In [16] - [26] we considered the versions of the theorem 3 for multiple stochastic integrals according to martingale Poisson measures and for multiple stochastic integrals according to martingales. Considered theorems are sufficiently natural according to general properties of martingales.
Moreover the theorem 3 allows to calculate exactly the mean-square error of approximation of multiple Itô stochastic integrals of arbitrary multiplicity (see [26] , [28] ). Here we consider an approxination as a prelimit expression in (13).
Let's generalize formulas (15) - (19) for the case of any arbitrary multiplicity of J[ψ (k) ] T,t . In order to do it we will introduce several denotations.
Let's examine the unregulated set {1, 2, . . . , k} and separate it up in two parts: the first part consists of r unordered pairs (sequence order of these pairs is also unimportant) and the second one -of the remains k − 2r numbers.
So, we have:
where {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g 2r−1 , g 2r , q 1 , . . . , q k−2r } = {1, 2, . . . , k}, curly braces mean an unordered set, and the round braces mean an ordered set. Let's call (20) as partition and examine the sum using all possible partitions:
({{g 1 ,g 2 },...,{g 2r−1 ,g 2r }},{q 1 ,...,q k−2r }) {g 1 ,g 2 ,...,g 2r−1 ,g 2r ,q 1 ,...,q k−2r }={1,2,...,k} a g1g2,...,g2r−1g2r ,q1...q k−2r .
Let's consider some examples of sums in the form (21):
({g 1 ,g 2 },{q 1 ,q 2 ,q 3 }) {g 1 ,g 2 ,q 1 ,q 2 ,q 3 }={1,2,3,4,5} a g1g2,q1q2q3 = a 12,345 + a 13 Now we can formulate the theorem 3 (formula (13)) using alternative and more comfortable form. Theorem 4 (see [20] - [26] , [31] ). In conditions of the theorem 3 the following converging in the mean-square sense expansion is valid:
..,{g 2r−1 ,g 2r }},{q 1 ,...,q k−2r }) {g 1 ,g 2 ,...,g 2r−1 ,g 2r ,q 1 ,...,q k−2r }={1,2,...,k} r s=1
In particular from (22) if k = 5 we obtain: g 2 ,q 1 ,q 2 ,q 3 }={1,2,3,4 ,5} g 2 },{g 3 ,g 4 }},{q 1 })  {g 1 ,g 2 ,g 3 ,g 4 ,q 1 }={1,2,3,4 ,5}
The last equality obviously agree with (19).
The Idea of the Proof of the Hypothesis 1
Let's introduce the following denotations:
where in (23), (2), (1): 
T,t of arbitrary multiplicity k. Theorem 5 (see [16] - [26] ). Suppose that every ψ l (τ )(l = 1, . . . , k) is a continuously differentiable function at the interval [t, T ]. Then, the following relation between multiple Itô and Stratonovich stochastic integrals is correct:
where ∅ is supposed to be equal to zero.
According to (13) we have:
From (5) and (25) it follows that
In the case (27) we obtain the statement of the hypothesis 1 (4).
In the following sections we consider the theorems prooving the hypothesis 1 for the cases k = 2, 3, 4. The case k = 1 obviously directly follows from the theorem 3 if k = 1 (see (15) .
Expansions of Multiple Stratonovich Stochastc Integrals of Multiplicity 2
As it turned out, approximations of multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals, based on the theorem 3 are essentially simpler than approximations of multiple Itô stochastic integrals from the theorem 3.
We begin the consideration from the multiplicity k = 2 because of according to (15) it follows that expansions for multiple Itô and Stratonovich stochastic integrals of 1st multiplicity are identical.
The following theorems adapt the theorem 3 for the integrals (2) of multiplicity 2. Theorem 6 (see [23] - [26] , [32] ). Assume, that the following conditions are met: 1. The function ψ 2 (τ ) is continuously differentiable at the interval [t, T ] and the function ψ 1 (τ ) is two times continuously differentiable at the interval [t, T ].
2. {φ j (x)} ∞ j=0 -is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials or system of trigonometric functions in the space L 2 ([t, T ]).
Then, the multiple Stratonovich stochastic integral of the second multiplicity
is expanded into the converging in the mean-square sense multiple series
where the meaning of notations introduced in the formulations of the theorem 3 is remained.
Prooving the theorem 6 [23] - [26] , [32] we used theorem 3 and double integration by parts. This procedure leads to the condition of double continuously differentiability of function ψ 1 (τ ) at the interval [t, T ]. The mentioned condition can be weakened. In result we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7 (see [34] ). Assume, that the following conditions are met:
-is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials or system of trigonometric functions in the space L 2 ([t, T ]).
The proof of the theorem 2 [34] based on the theorem 3 and double Fourier-Legendre series as well as double trigonometric Fourier series at the square [t, T ]
2 . The series summarized by the Prinsheim method.
Expansions of Multiple Stratonovich Stochastc Integrals of Multiplicity 3
The following theorems adapt the theorem 3 for the integrals (2) of multiplicity 3. Theorem 8 (see [22] - [26] , [27] ). Assume, that {φ j (x)} ∞ j=0 -is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials or trigonometric functions in the space L 2 ([t, T ]).
Then, for multiple Stratonovich stochastic integral of 3rd multiplicity *
(i 1 , i 2 , i 3 = 1, . . . , m) the following converging in the mean-square sense expansion *
is reasonable, where
another denotations see in the theorem 1. Let's consider the generalization of the theorem 8 (the case of Legendre polynomials) for the binomial weight functions.
Theorem 9 (see [22] - [26] , [27] ). Assume, that {φ j (x)} ∞ j=0 -is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials in the space L 2 ([t, T ]). Then, for multiple Stratonovich stochastic integral of 3rd multiplicity
(i 1 , i 2 , i 3 = 1, . . . , m) the following converging in the mean-square sense expansion
is reasonable for each of the following cases:
2. i 1 = i 2 = i 3 and l 1 = l 2 = l 3 and l 1 , l 2 , l 3 = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; 3. i 1 = i 2 = i 3 and l 1 = l 2 = l 3 and l 1 , l 2 , l 3 = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; 4. i 1 , i 2 , i 3 = 1, . . . , m; l 1 = l 2 = l 3 = l and l = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where
another denotations see in the theorem 3. We can introduce weight functions ψ l (s) (l = 1, 2, 3) with some properties of smoothness, however we consider (in this case) more specific method of series summation (p 1 = p 2 = p 3 = p → ∞).
Theorem 10. (see [23] - [26] ). Assume, that {φ j (x)} ∞ j=0 -is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials or trigonometric functions in the space L 2 ([t, T ]) and ψ 1 (s), ψ 2 (s), ψ 3 (s) -are continuously differentiable functions at the interval [t, T ].
Then, for multiple Stratonovich stochastic integral of 3rd multiplicity
. . , m) the following converging in the mean-square sense expansion
another denotations see in the theorem 3.
We can omit the cases 1-4 from the theorem 10 for two times continuously differentiable functions ψ 1 (s) and ψ 3 (s).
Theorem 11 (see [24] - [26] , [32] another denotations see in the theorem 3.
Expansions of Multiple Stratonovich Stochastc Integrals of Multiplicity 4
The following theorem adapts the theorem 3 for the integrals (2) of multiplicity 4. Theorem 12 (see [23] - [26] , [32] ). Assume, that {φ j (x)} ∞ j=0 -is a complete orthonormal system of Legendre polynomials or trigonometric functions in the space L 2 ([t, T ]).
Then, for multiple Stratonovich stochastic integral of 4th multiplicity I * (i1i2i3i4) 
is reasonable, where In principle we can prove the analogue of the theorem 12 for the multiple Stratonovich stochastic integrals of multiplicity 5 using the method of prooving the theorem 12 [23] - [26] , [32] , however this is essentially difficult.
